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The Path To Energy Independence Is More Rocky Than It Seems 
 

eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide an article by Dr. Kent Moors, Global Energy Strategist for 

Money Morning, that looks at the downside to the euphoria recently acclaimed by the International 

Energy Agency and its postulation that the USA will soon be energy independent. As the title of the 

article indicates, there are pitfalls ahead. Dr. Moors outlines four hindrances. 

 

Dr. Moors’ article has been taken from The Money Morning E-Letter, which is a free e-service of Money 

Map Press.  The following excerpt is taken from the Money Morning website: www.moneymorning.com.   
 

Each weekday morning, in a readable style you can digest in just a few minutes, you will reap the 

benefits of our research and expert experiences. Indeed, Money Morning will bring you: 

 The latest reports on China, Japan, Emerging Europe, and the other global hot spots where 

most investor wealth will be created in the months and years to come… 

 Reports on companies you’ve likely never heard of – even though they’re poised to sell billions 

worth of their wares to “new middle class” customers around the world… 

 The latest developments in banking, interest rates, foreign investment, and other global 

investing topics; 

 Advice on how to invest in currencies, precious metals, commodities and energy 

 Inside news on the hottest investments, including water, uranium and private equity… 

 
You can learn about Money Morning and subscribe, for FREE, to its daily e-letter at its website: 

www.moneymorning.com.  

 

The article can be accessed directly at:  

http://moneymorning.com/2012/11/14/the-path-to-energy-independence-is-more-rocky-than-it-seems/    

  

 

 

eResearch was established in 2000 as Canada's first equity issuer-sponsored research organization. Our 

various research packages allow corporate management to choose the form of research coverage that best 

meets their company’s needs. Investors benefit by having written research on a variety of under-covered 

companies. Our research and analysis is of institutional quality, and has the potential to reach millions of 

global investors through our extensive electronic distribution network. 
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Note: All of the comments, views, opinions, suggestions, recommendations, etc., contained in this Article, and which is 

distributed by eResearch Corporation, are strictly those of the Author and do not necessarily reflect those of eResearch 

Corporation. 
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Fracking Problems 
 

November 14, 2012  

By Dr. Kent Moors, Global Energy Strategist, Money Morning 

You might have seen yesterday's headline in the Wall Street Journal: "U.S. Redraws World Oil 

Map." As the article explains, U.S. oil production is now on pace to surpass Saudi Arabia by 

2020. This would make the United States the world's largest oil producer. The country is already 

the second-largest natural gas producer, according to 2010 EIA estimates. 

 

It is all thanks to the U.S. shale boom that has unlocked billions of barrels of oil and trillions of 

feet of natural gas from the Appalachian Mountains to the Pacific Coast, from the Bakken in 

North Dakota to the shale fields of southern Texas. But all of this fracking has caused some 

serious economic and environmental problems. 

 

And while I greatly advocate increased drilling and domestic production, we still must address a 

wide-range of problems now plaguing the shale oil and gas sectors. After all - with apologies to 

Voltaire and Spiderman - with such great fortune comes greater responsibility. 

 

That is why I am in the third day of what has become a very interesting conference here in 

Pittsburgh. It was convened to set the agenda moving forward to deal with the almost invisible 

aspects of shale oil and gas drilling. In fact, for the first time, the conference's primary focus will 

be on the negatives caused by the drilling. 

 

We also have questions surrounding the amount of water required to frack these formations (the 

process needs a lot of water to break open rock and release hydrocarbons), as well as the ongoing 

public health fears from the chemicals used.  

 

Now, we are seeing parallel economic problems as well. In the Marcellus basin, researchers are 

now recording some of these shortcomings and placing them in four basic categories. The real 

concern is that these four problems (infrastructure, labor, local inflation, and the environment) 

will remain well after the drilling (and the revenue) has moved on.  

 

So, before you decide to declare "energy independence", take a look at some of the downside 

that may come along with it.  

 

1. Infrastructure Damage Continues to Accelerate.  

 

The constant movement in water trucks and equipment has caused widespread destruction to 

roads, bridges, and access routes. In Pennsylvania, localities have responded by introducing 

"impact fees," which are paid by operating companies to offset the damage. 

 

Yet, the payments have to be divided among locations where drilling takes place, those affected 

but receiving no direct largess from the gas extraction, townships, counties, with a portion left 

over for statewide conservation, environmental, and state land maintenance issues. 

http://ads.moneymorning.com/www/delivery/ck.php?oaparams=2__bannerid=1099__zoneid=17__cb=9293e1fd46__oadest=http%3A%2F%2Fpro.moneymappress.com%2FTIMSCREW745MMP%2FWTIMNB05%2F
http://ads.moneymorning.com/www/delivery/ck.php?oaparams=2__bannerid=1099__zoneid=17__cb=9293e1fd46__oadest=http%3A%2F%2Fpro.moneymappress.com%2FTIMSCREW745MMP%2FWTIMNB05%2F
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It is too early to determine the result. The low volume of wells due to poor natural gas market 

prices (until recently) has depressed the anticipated drilling, making estimates difficult. 

Nonetheless, we do know from earlier experience in the Barnett basin of Texas that, once the 

drilling picks up, such fee payments are likely to trail behind the destruction. The damage, in 

other words, occurs quicker than the funding to fix it. 

 

2. Labor Dislocation Has Become Visible 

 

As the emphasis is placed upon drilling, employment gravitates to the job openings. This is 

perfectly natural in an economy where so many are unemployed or underemployed. 

 

But, the short-term emphasis on gas production in each locality throws training and educational 

programs into imbalance as well. With the average well producing most of its gas in the first 18 

months, and only a finite number of pads (each housing several wells) possible before a company 

moves on, the emphasis to make new jobs available in these communities only makes the 

aftermath of drilling that much more difficult to face. 

 

3. Local Inflation Punishes Residents 

 

All eyes have been on the money pouring in and the potential for employment from the drilling. 

But, as shale gas and oil progressively come to dominate domestic production, a "boom and 

bust" cycle has developed in the towns surrounded by the shale basins. Simply put, the injections 

of short-term money are introducing a range of problems for local communities. 

 

Local inflation is rising due to dual pressures. On the one hand, as so much money pours into 

confined areas in a short period of time, prices rise quickly for everything from housing and 

basic services to menu items at the corner diner. On the other hand, dual usage equipment, 

materials and supplies (both needed at the well-heads and having a separate demand in non-gas 

producing segments of the market) increase in price. Supplies are not sufficient. Competition 

jacks up the cost. 

 

The worst position to be in when both of these hit is living on a fixed income. It is no surprise 

that residents of these areas are increasingly relying on public programs. And there are no 

additional local funds to provide them. 

 

4. Environmental Problems Continue to Mount 

 

Finally, the most disquieting downside is one whose price tag cannot yet be determined. 

 

Pennsylvania alone has more than 400,000 plugged wells and many more closed coal-mines. 

Most were discontinued some time ago, but there is a double whammy here. Many were capped 

or sealed poorly. It is difficult even to determine their locations. 

 

As shale gas extractions become more endemic, environmental cleanup expenses are rising as a 

result of increasing run off, drainage, and spills from much older locations. 
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These problems are not coming from the drilling projects themselves. They were caused by 

earlier problems, and are now being released again by fracking. 

 

What Lies Ahead 

 

The costs from these four problems, and a number of others, are not presently factored into any 

of the analyses done on shale gas impact, which is a ready recipe for economic disappointment.  

 

We need to develop a balanced view of the economic potential and impact. Otherwise, policy 

approaches to rectify the situation are hardly possible. That is not possible until we have a clearer 

view of the downside from drilling. 

 

One other consideration to keep in mind is this. By clarifying the downside, we are able to focus 

on remedies. And those usually produce new investment opportunities.  
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Dr. Kent F. Moors is an internationally recognized expert in global risk management, oil/natural 
gas policy and finance, cross-border capital flows, emerging market economic and fiscal 
development, political, financial and market risk assessment. He is the executive managing partner 
of Risk Management Associates International LLP (RMAI), a full-service, global-management-
consulting and executive training firm. Moors has been an advisor to the highest levels of the U.S., 
Russian, Kazakh, Bahamian, Iraqi and Kurdish governments, to the governors of several U.S. states, 
and to the premiers of two Canadian provinces. He’s served as a consultant to private companies, 
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A professor in the Graduate Center for Social and Public Policy at Duquesne University, where he 
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